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Connects the gut and brain to enhance the 
communication between both brains*

Ingredients shown to improve mood and 
reduce tension in human clinical trials*

Supports the growth and vitality of a 
range of beneficial gut bacteria*

Improves psychological vigor (physical 
energy, mental acuity, and emotional 
well-being)*

Kids FundaMentals™ is an all-in-one product that 
supports the entire gut-brain axis (GBX) of growing 
kids and teens. Featuring nutrients scientifically 
shown to improve mental wellness, this easy-to-digest 
formula is perfect for kids and teens of all ages.* 
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INGREDIENTS 
SHOWN TO 
IMPROVE  
MENTAL 

WELLNESS*

SUPPORTS 
ENTIRE GUT-
BRAIN AXIS*

EASY-TO-
DIGEST 

FORMULA

The gut-brain axis is a key component of mental wellness 
& overall health for children, just like it is for adults.  
However, many kids are resistant to swallowing capsules 
every day.  This is why we sought to convert the benefits 
of the world’s first award-winning gut-brain axis nutrition 
system, The Amare FundaMentals Pack™, into an all-in-
one great tasting mixable powder for kids!  

Featuring our MW3™ Probiotic Proprietary Blend, MW3™ 
Prebiotic Proprietary Blend, Phytobiotic Proprietary 
Blend, and Gut-Axis Support Proprietary Blend, Kids 
FundaMentals™ is a comprehensive product to support 
the entire gut-brain axis (GBX).

For years, science has told us that mental wellness was 
a result of what was going on in our head. However, 
emerging science has shown that it’s not all about 
what’s happening in our primary brain. In fact, our gut 
produces more neurotransmitters, such as dopamine and 
serotonin, than our brain. These so called “feel-good” 
neurotransmitters regulate our mood and effect our 
overall mental wellness. This is why modern science has 
labeled our gut as our second brain.

Our gut is a very important component of the 
multidirectional communication network known as the 
gut-brain axis (GBX). The GBX connects our gastrointestinal 
system (gut), nervous system (brain), and immune system 
(axis) with a vast array of cellular and biochemical 
messengers throughout the entire body, including the 
microbiome, hormones, cytokines, and neurotransmitters. 

Kids FundaMentals is the world’s only product formulated 
to specifically support the gut-brain axis for kids and 
teens! This great tasting & easy-to-digest formula is 
perfect for kids and teens of all ages.*            

Item Code:
Retail Price:
Wholesale Price: 
Subscribe & Save:

S017
$90.00
$66.95 / 56 PV
$59.95 / 50 PV

all-in-one gut-brain axis nutrition*

WHAT IS THIS LABEL PATTERN?

Kids FundaMentals features equivalent benefits 
to the Amare FundaMentalsTM Pack, which include 
MentaBioticsTM, MentaFocusTM and MentaSyncTM.*

GUT-BRAIN AXIS ELEMENTS PATTERN
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Increase short-term and 
long-term memory by increasing 
visual and verbal recall by 28%*‡ 

Support the growth and vitality of 
a range of beneficial gut bacteria*

Have equivalent benefits to the 
Amare FundaMentals PackTM in 
a one scoop serving for kids and 
teens of all ages*
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MW3 Probiotic Proprietary Blend
Our blend contains unique and 
specific probiotic strains targeted to 
enhance overal mental wellness.*
MW3 Probiotic Strains:
Lactobacillus rhamnosus R0011 — Reduces 
stress by lowering cortisol exposure and 
improves GABA neurotransmission*

Bifidobacterium longum R0175 — Enhances 
calmness by decreasing anxiety indices and 
improves cognitive function*

Lactobacillus helveticus R0052 — Improves 
mood by decreasing neuro-inflammation and 
increasing serotonin*

MW3 Prebiotic Fibers:
IsoFiber™ (Iso-Malto-Oligosaccharides) — Contains a combination 
of naturally occurring prebiotic plant fibers that are clinically 
shown to improve the growth of specific probiotic strains featured 
in Kids FundaMentals™ and now MentaBiotics™ Sugar Free! 

Bimuno® (Galacto-Oligo-Saccharides) — Resets and increases 
friendly gut bacteria, maintains immune health, controls 
inflammation in the body and supports your microbiome 
balance. Is highly effective and a natural way of increasing 
preferred bacteria in your gut. Plays an important role in feeding 
Bifidobacteria probiotic strains*

SunFiber® (Galactomannan Fiber) — Helps improve the growth 
and vitality of beneficial bacteria, including Bifidobacteria and 
Lactobacillus.* 

MW3 Prebiotic Proprietary Blend
Our MW3 Prebiotic Proprietary Blend 
provides optimal gut support by 
feeding the specific mental wellness 
probiotic strains found in our MW3 
Probiotic Proprietary Blend.*

Kids FundaMentals™ provides gut support through our 
MW3™ Prebiotic Proprietary Blend, which is specifically 
formulated to feed the bacteria in our MW3™ Probiotic 
Proprietary Blend.*

Which prebiotics match up with our mental wellness probiotics?

Key ingredients in Kids FundaMentals have 
been clinically shown to:


